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I.

Introduction
The continuing globalization of manufacturing, processing, and consumption of goods requires a stable
and sustainable mode of transporting commercial and industrial cargo which can respond to needs of
capacity and efficiency. The United States is witnessing the revitalization of rail as a new paradigm in
answering transportation demand. Rail carriers have invested in bolstering infrastructure and logistics
resulting in a resurging utilization of the nation’s rail network. Since 1980, railroads have captured an
increasing share of U.S. freight shipments. According to data compiled by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, railroads accounted for about 27 percent of the ton-miles of U.S. freight moved in 1980.
The latest data show that in 2007, the share of ton-miles attributed to railroads increased to almost 40
percent. For comparison purposes, trucks accounted for the next largest share, accounting for about 18
percent of the ton-miles of U.S. freight shipments in 1980 and almost 29 percent in 2007. With railroads
participating as such an integral part of the U.S. economy, the DeKalb region seeks to cultivate every
opportunity to use its accessible rail infrastructure to grow and strengthen.
The DeKalb-Cortland Rail Freight Study addresses the viability of increasing local rail infrastructure to
attract and facilitate industrial development. The study was commissioned by the DeKalb-Sycamore Area
Transportation Study (DSATS), under advisement from the DeKalb County Economic Development
Corporation (DCEDC), with the intention of evaluating specific sites in the DeKalb region. Specifically,
the study analyzes the DeKalb region’s potential for additional rail served industrial sites and investigates
opportunities shipping via Rochelle’s Union Pacific Global III intermodal facility and the BNSF and
Union Pacific facilities in Will County. Cost-Benefit analysis and development feasibility of the sites
were employed as the primary measures of viability.
A total of seven sites, all adjacent to the Union Pacific network, were proposed and analyzed. Variation
of site size ranged from 70 to 375 acres, offering opportunity to evaluate development scopes both large
and small. The proposed locations will be rail served by the Union Pacific Railroad and highway access
will be provided by Interstate 88 (I-88) and local truck routes.
Physical site feasibility was determined by a GIS-based parcel inventory followed by site visits. These
were analyzed based on site size, configuration, land quality, and proximity to transportation and utilities.
Further, rail carrier requirements were applied in order to establish concepts, costs, and involvement for
site development. Site economic values were analyzed through market research and input from industry
professionals. Larger market considerations were used in site economic viability considerations and
contributed to the argument of benefit.
Site development capability and infrastructure needs were balanced against industrial opportunities and
rail based trends in order to formulate conclusions and recommendations, both on a site specific and a
regional scope.
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II.

Site Analysis
Seven sites were identified for evaluation (See Appendix A, Exhibit A); six were initially requested by
DSATS and a seventh, Harverstore Additions, was added by the members of the study due to its
proximity to existing rail infrastructure and industrial parcels. Approximate boundaries for each proposed
site were established by geographic and parcel layout considerations (See Appendix A, Exhibits B – G).
Individual site capability for hosting rail served facilities was evaluated in part by creation of conceptual
drawings (See Appendix A, Exhibits H – M).
Site evaluations employed the following criteria of concern:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land Quality, observable characteristics for hosting an industrial site.
Size and Configuration, usable area dictating development opportunities.
Obtainability, the current ownership and zoning of the involved parcels.
Rail Access, apparent feasibility of developing rail to and on the site.
Truck Access, current options for truck access to the site and access to I-88.
Utilities Access, proximity to existing tie-in options for water and sewer infrastructure.

A site feasibility scorecard was developed based on Six Sigma rating method and utilized during the site
visits to record impressions and frame rudimentary site values relative to this study. (See Appendix A Exhibit N)

A. DeKalb 23 South (field reference Site 1)
DeKalb 23 South consists of approximately 280 acres involving twelve parcels located approximately one
mile south of I-88 along Illinois Route-23 (IL-23), bordering Keslinger Road to the south. (See Appendix
A, Exhibits A and B)
Excellent rail access exists, as the site is bisected by the Troy Grove line of the Union Pacific Railroad,
offering a total of almost 6,400 linear feet of adjacent rail right-of-way. Based on Union Pacific
development guidelines, numerous industrial turnouts can be constructed providing flexible rail access.
Truck access is available on IL-23 along the eastern edge of the site. Direct ramp access to I-88 is
accomplished via Fairview Drive and the Peace Road interchange, a distance of approximately four miles.
Providing access to the segment of the proposed site which lies west of the Troy Grove rail line requires
upgrading Keslinger Road to accommodate truck traffic.
The observable land quality was deemed superior for building and developing, as the land is currently
gently sloping undeveloped agricultural property.
The configuration of the sites allows some latitude in development layout due to the contained rail
segment. Runs of approximately 4,500 and 1,900 linear feet of rail frontage exist, on the east and west
edges respectively, of the Union Pacific Troy Grove line within the boundaries of the proposed site. This
configuration could accommodate the development of multiple facilities.
Utilities are available due to existing developments located northwest of the site. The capacities of these
services are acceptable for tie-in.
The parcels involved are independently owned and some minor residential and agricultural development
does exist on a few parcels (See Appendix B, Table 1). Two of the larger parcels involved are currently
listed for sale/development, but by separate, private holders.
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B. DeKalb 343 (field reference Site 2)
DeKalb 343 is a proposed commercial/industrial development consisting of 343 acres involving eight
parcels. The northern boundary of the site is adjacent to I-88 right-of-way and borders the DeKalb Oasis
property. The site extends south to Gurler Road and has IL-23 as an eastern boundary. (See Appendix A,
Exhibits A and C)
Extension of service to the site is provided by connecting to the Union Pacific Troy Grove line at the
northwest corner of the site. Due to the limited frontage on the said Troy Grove line, the site will most
likely be served by a single industrial spur. Further, the industrial spur must span an existing creek
requiring the permitting and construction of a drainage structure. The rail switching for this site is located
approximately 500 feet from the at-grade crossing of IL-23, potentially impacting rail service to the site.
I-88 truck access requires three and one half miles of surface road navigation, utilizing IL-23 and
Fairview Drive with the Peace Road interchange. The access to IL-23 is only available along the west
edge of the large site. Gurler Road would require upgrades in order to accommodate truck traffic, which
could then offer a secondary access to Peace Road, approximately one mile to the east.
The observable land quality was deemed superior for building and developing, as the land is currently
gently sloping undeveloped agricultural property.
One of the larger scale proposed developments, the site is sizable enough to incorporate several
significant facilities utilizing a single lead track with multiple industrial spurs. Constraints exist on
development layout due to the existing ComEd easements that encumber the site and the limited options
for rail spur access. ComEd easements and overhead transmission lines run north and south, as well as
east and west across the site. These overhead utilities have a limited impact on the rail layout, but apply
constraints to the space and location of structures. The single connection to the Union Pacific Troy Grove
line creates the need for comprehensive site planning to ensure the entire property has access to the
internal industrial rail network.
The site is currently controlled by a developer who offers to establish a regional storm water management
system on the parcels. Sanitary sewer and water mains exist on the west side of IL-23. The ComEd
substation located adjacent to the site is anticipated to have ample power based on our preliminary
development plan.
The acquisition of the site would be through a single developer who has already secured zoning for
commercial/light industrial use (See Appendix B, Table 2). A farm parcel exists adjacent to Union
Pacific line, west of the main site. This property will need to be acquired in order to develop the rail spur;
though held separate from the developer, it currently appears vacant.

C. Harvestore Drive Additions (field reference Site 2A)
Harvestore Drive Additions consist of six parcels involved with three separate sub-sites within the current
industrial development along Harvestore Drive; all are west of IL-23, south of I-88 and north of Gurler
Road. This area was not originally targeted as a proposed site by DSATS; however, due to the
availability of the parcels and their proximity to an existing rail spur, the sites were included in this
evaluation. (See Appendix A, Exhibits A and D)
Rail access to the site is available via an existing spur from the Union Pacific Troy Grove line. Usage
considerations would have to be investigated based upon current utilization. Multiple leads would be
necessary for each sub-site developed, as constraints may be present due to existing operations within the
immediate area.
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Truck access to the site is provided by an existing truck route along 1st Ave and Fairview Drive which
accesses I-88 via the Annie Glidden Road interchange.
The land quality is sufficient for industrial development given the existing, neighboring industrial
operations. Interspersed between established developments, two of the sub-site additions provide
approximately 50 acres each, with the third providing slightly more than 25 acres. Each sub-site could
host one or possibly two facilities depending upon size and orientation. Right of way or rail easements
need to be secured in order to extend the spurs to these sites from the lead.
Public utilities are present to sites due to the nearby industrial operations. Capacity issues may need to be
addressed if substantial development or utility intensive industries are located on the sites.
The parcels involved are held by numerous corporations and municipal authorities (See Appendix B,
Table 3). The current use is agricultural; however, the parcels are surrounded by industrial facilities and
zoning is not anticipated to be an issue.

D. Park 88 (field reference Site 3)
Park 88 consists of approximately 60 acres involving seven parcels within the existing Park 88 industrial
park along Fairview Road, north of I-88. The subject site area occupies the westernmost parcels of the
park, north of existing 3M and Nestle facilities. (See Appendix A, Exhibits A and D)
The Union Pacific Troy Grove line is located along the west boundary of the site. To provide rail service
to the entire site, an at-grade crossing at Macom Drive is required. The existing subdivision appears to
have been designed for rail access given the configuration of the detention facilities and the existing
constructed rail bed.
The site has a direct connection to Fairview Drive which provides access to an established truck route.
Said truck route connects to I-88 via the Peace Road interchange.
The development of this site involves moderately sized facilities. The layout is confined by the existing
lots and industrial park operations, including existing drainage ditches or swales on portions of the
considered site. The size and configuration proposed are comparable to the successful neighboring
industries within Park 88.
Utilities are existing to each lot in the site.
The parcels involved are all owned by a single developer and the site is planned and zoned for industrial
use (See Appendix B, Table 4).

E. Cortland West – Webster (field reference Site 4)
The smaller of two neighboring sites, Cortland West-Webster consists of 65 acres involving seven parcels
located three quarters of a mile west of Cortland, IL. The site occupies parcels directly north of Illinois
Route 38 (IL-38), and is bordered by Webster Drive on the West. (See Appendix A, Exhibits A and E)
The rail access point for this property is from the Union Pacific main line. For service from the main line,
the Union Pacific requires an 8,000 feet industrial lead track to be constructed; for which this property
does not provide adequate space. An existing spur is located on the property of the Northern FS facility
adjacent to the posed site at the north end of Webster Drive. Rail service to Cortland West–Webster
could be provided via this rail spur, pending agreements and concessions of use which would need to be
secured from Northern FS. Without these arrangements, it is not feasible to develop Cortland WestWebster as a rail service industrial site, unless the Union Pacific provides relief from the development
requirements.
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Truck access is available via IL-38 with a connection to I-88 provided by the Peace Road interchange
approximately three and one half miles from the site.
The land is in an acceptable condition and currently functions as undeveloped agricultural property. The
site faces constraints due to size and proximity to the DeKalb Municipal Airport. Limited acreage could
accommodate only a moderate industrial facility. A significant amount of the involved property is
directly south of the DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport, thus vertical clearance restrictions could affect the
extent of development.
Water and sewer utilities are located approximately one mile to the east in the Town of Cortland.
The parcel holdings are owned by several private and municipal parties (See Appendix B, Table 5).
Northern FS owns a parcel of which a portion would be desired. The other private holders are individuals
owning/operating the agricultural land. The municipal owner is the City of DeKalb, as they control the
right-of-way for the airport. This is not likely to be released for development given the property is set
aside for the runway protection zone and airspace.

F. Cortland West – Loves Road (field reference Site 5)
Cortland West–Loves Road consists of 115 acres involving four parcels directly West of Cortland along
Loves Road. The site extends north from IL-38 to the Union Pacific main line. This site is adjacent to
the proposed Cortland West–Webster site, and may require for Webster to be developed in tandem. As it
is directly adjacent to the east of the proposed Cortland West–Webster site, the transportation and utility
evaluations are very similar. (See Appendix A, Exhibits A and F)
The rail access is provided along the Union Pacific main line. The Union Pacific requires an 8,000 ft
industrial lead track to service this site. The site’s small size limits its ability to meet the Union Pacific
requirements. Rail service could be provided by the existing spur switch on the property of the Northern
FS facility across the adjacent proposed site at the north end of Webster Drive. Agreements and
concessions of use would again be needed from Northern FS. Even given this agreement, right-of-way or
shared development across the parcels to the west between Cortland West–Loves Road and Northern FS
property would be necessary. Without these arrangements or concessions from the Union Pacific, the site
is not feasible to develop as a rail served industrial site.
A truck route along IL-38 is available, which would contain four miles of surface road travel along IL-38
and Peace Road to reach the Peace Road ramps accessing I-88.
The land is in an acceptable condition and currently functions as undeveloped agricultural property. A
portion of the involved property is directly south of the DeKalb Taylor Municipal Airport, thus vertical
clearance restrictions could come into play affecting the extent of development.
Water and sewer utilities would have to be extended from the Town of Cortland approximately one half
of a mile to the east.
The agricultural zoned parcels are owned by several private parties (See Appendix B, Table 6).

G. Cortland East (field reference Site 6)
Cortland East consists of approximately 450 acres involving eleven parcels east of the Town of Cortland,
adjacent to the Cortland waste water treatment plant. The site occupies parcels located north of IL-38.
These parcels extend north beyond the Union Pacific main line to North Avenue, and are bordered on the
east by Airport Road. (See Appendix A, Exhibits A and F)
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This site has the capacity for the Union Pacific main line infrastructure requirements; therefore, rail
access is exceptional. The site is large enough to contain loop track infrastructure.
Truck access to the site is provided via IL-38 with a connection to I-88 by way of the Peace Road
interchange requiring approximately five miles of travel.
The quality is superior for development. The site is large and has property situated on both sides of the
railroad for the entirety of its length. The site is adjacent to the Cortland waste water treatment plant; this
provides an opportunity for the WWTP to provide an industry with a significant amount of process water
for industrial applications. The site size is capable of hosting large scale industrial developments and
offers numerous functional opportunities. A development constraint exists on the eastern third of the
proposed site, as the Union Ditch stretches across the site from north to south.
Existing water and sewer utilities are located in the Town of Cortland, less than one mile from the site.
The parcels belong to a mix of public and private holders; the town of Cortland and several private land
owners (See Appendix B, Table 7).

III.

Development Analysis
Concepts of possible rail layouts were generated to illustrate the potential of each individual site based on
the Union Pacific requirements (See Appendix A, Exhibits O and P). The following narratives are based
on the conceptual site drawings including the estimated costs for rail infrastructure. The conceptuals are
to function only as visual and descriptive aids to demonstrate potential and are in no way meant to
influence development or to suggest a target budget, as each end user may require major or minor
variations having large effects on development costs. The estimates do not include earthwork, drainage,
grade crossing signals, or utilities as part of the conceptual planning estimate.
Engineering/permitting/surveying is not included in the cost estimates on any site. The estimates simply
represent costs of procurement and installation of the rail infrastructure depicted in the conceptual plans.
The cost of installing a turnout to extend minimum rail access to the site boundary is conservatively
estimated at $200,000 per turnout for the Union Pacific Troy Grove line and $2,000,000 per turnout for
the main line. This operation would be conducted by the carrier themselves, in these cases, Union
Pacific. The Union Pacific has a strong preference for northbound switching movements along the Troy
Grove line. However, southbound switching movements would be considered given certain operational
necessities of locomotive movement, or accommodating geometric constraints that afford only
southbound switching which employ use of a run-a-round track on site.

A. DeKalb 23 South
Estimated cost is $1.797 million for 6,510 feet of track including two Troy Grove line turnouts and one
industrial turnout. Since the proposed site straddles the Union Pacific (UP) Troy Grove line, a minimum
of two lead tracks would be required for full development of rail-served industry.
The conceptual layout shown in Exhibit H provides an example of how multiple businesses could be
accommodated on the site. This site could support at least four warehouse facilities or medium to large
manufacturing facilities ranging from 440,000 square feet to nearly 2 million square feet. This site would
be suitable for retail warehouse/distribution, light manufacturing, wholesale distribution, and food
processing facilities.

B. DeKalb 343
Estimated cost is $4.105 million including 16,202 feet of track, seven industrial turnouts, and one Troy
Grove line turnout. This estimate does not include any grade crossing signal improvements to
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accommodate the industrial lead track from the UP Troy Grove line into the site. It also does not include
costs of stream crossings or permits/easement across existing easements or right-of-ways.
The conceptual layout illustrated in Exhibit I is an example of a potential development plan for rail served
industry. By extending the rail through the middle of the site, large industrial sites could be served on
either side of the industrial lead track. In a large rail-served industrial park, it is not unusual to have
multiple staging and run-around tracks as part of the design. As a result, this site could support at
least six warehouse facilities or medium to large manufacturing facilities ranging from 300,000 square
feet to nearly 870,000 square feet or larger. Site would be suitable for large retail warehouse/distribution
facilities, medium-sized manufacturing facilities, wholesale distribution, and food processing facilities.
With the visibility from I-88, the site has the potential to become a “showcase” development area, similar
to Park 88 on the north side of I-88.

C. Harvestore Additions
Estimated cost is $2.600 million including 9,300 feet of track, one main line turnout, three paved at-grade
crossings (two on Harvestore Drive and one on Corporate Drive), and three industrial spur turnouts.
Estimate also does not include any requirement to add grade crossing signalization on the proposed
crossings. ICC may require some level of signalization or crossing protection based on vehicular and rail
traffic volumes.
A conceptual layout illustrating how rail could serve the three available areas is shown in Exhibit J. Two
of the areas can be served by extending the existing industrial lead track from the current endpoint. The
third area can only be served by a second turnout from the UP Troy Grove line. At least four buildings
ranging from 220,000 square feet up to 440,000 square feet could be accommodated in the remaining
parcels. In addition to the industrial prospects discussed for Site 1, DeKalb 23, this site may also be
suitable for a building products distribution facility, bulk liquid transfer, agricultural product distribution
and plastics granules transfer facility.

D. Park 88
Estimated cost is $1.265 million including 4,425 feet of track, one Troy Grove line turnout, one at-grade
crossing and one industrial turnout. ICC may require some signalization on the grade crossing. With
existing utility infrastructure and easements in place, considerable coordination will be required to extend
onto the sites.
Exhibit K illustrates how the remaining development areas on the west end of the industrial park could be
served by rail. One turnout off the UP Troy Grove line would be required along with an industrial turnout
in the park to serve the remaining areas. At least three small to medium sized buildings can be
accommodated on the remaining parcels ranging from 90,000 square feet up to 200,000 square feet or
larger. Park 88 would be suitable for additional retail/wholesale distribution warehouses and light
manufacturing, similar to the existing uses.

E. Cortland West -Webster and Loves Road
Estimated cost is $1.631 million including 6,643 feet of track and three industrial turnouts. Cortland
West is nearly unusable due to the DeKalb Airport runway approach from the center of the site to the
northern boundary adjoining the UP main line. Key to development for this area is securing permission
from Northern FS (existing customer spur track) to extend from the end of the existing siding through the
Webster site into the Loves Road Site. Without this permission, this site is not practical for rail service
given the UP requirements for the east-west main line (listed as Restricted Access).
Exhibit L illustrates how the existing industrial lead track could be extended into the sites. At least three
warehouse or medium-sized manufacturing buildings could be accommodated on these sites (primarily
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Cortland West Loves Road) ranging from 420,000 square feet up to 550,000 square feet or larger. In
addition to the industrial prospects discussed for DeKalb 23 South, this site may also be suitable for a
building products distribution facility, bulk liquid transfer, agricultural product distribution and plastics
granules transfer facility.

F. Cortland East
The estimated cost is $20.255 million to develop both sides of the UP main line. Since the railroad lists
the main line as restricted access, this site is viable only for very large industrial facilities requiring unit
train product inbound or outbound. To support the anticipated intensive rail freight activity at this site,
Airport Road will need to be upgraded to support the level of truck traffic. Further, depending on the
development and traffic generated, a grade separated crossing may need to be constructed. This cost
includes the two main line lead tracks (both over 9,500 feet in length), four main line turnouts, sixteen
industrial spur turnouts, 46,955 feet of track, and two additional at-grade crossings.
As shown in Exhibit M, the conceptual plan was developed to provide large-scale industrial development
on both sides of the UP main line. Loop tracks are shown in both areas and are designed to allow unit
trains to utilize the loading/unloading loop tracks and enter and return from the same direction. This
allows unit trains to pass through the site and eliminate the need for additional switching. The carload
industrial lead tracks have been separated from the loops to allow for limited switching to occur without
interrupting the unit train traffic. Additional side tracks could be incorporated into the design to provide
even greater operating flexibility for each industrial prospect.
Conceivably, a biofuels or biomass conversion facility complete with feedstock unloading loop track and
sidings for outbound products in carload quantities could be accommodated on the northern portion of the
site. The arrangement is similar to other existing ethanol production facilities in the region. Further, the
Cortland East site could be cross-marketed to industries requiring high volumes of non-potable water for
industrial operations, which could be provided by the neighboring Cortland waste water treatment plant.
On the southern portion of the site, one or two large industrial facilities could be accommodated
including a loading/unloading loop track plus additional sidetracks for carload shipments. A site of this
scale could potentially support an alternative fuel plant using biomass, recycled plastic, automotive fluff,
coal or petcoke as feedstock to produce transportation fuels. Such facilities require very large capital
investments (on the order of $2 billion for a 20-24,000 bbl/day facility) with modest employment (200300 employees) and large utility requirements. With feedstock readily available in the region and a large
market for all transportation fuels, this site could be very attractive. Similarly, a large manufacturing
facility for metal fabrication or similar activity could be accommodated on the site.

G. Development Benefits
Analysis of current commercial/industrial real estate values and recent industrial property transactions
along with solicited input of several regional brokers resulted in a finding of no clear premium attached to
existing rail developed sites. Properties and facilities contained throughout Illinois and Wisconsin
regions were evaluated; no appreciable change in dollar value was found to exist for rail ready sites.
Rather, the effect of existing rail infrastructure has a bearing on the range of potential site occupiers
which may be targeted. Demand for rail access has increased to a level to create a scarcity of rail served
property. This limited target scope is not proportional to the finite rail access availability. This particular
segment of industrial property demand has not exceeded the supply of existing rail developed sites, and
therefore turnkey rail sites do not command a price premium. However, as the industries to which rail
access is required are specific, their operational needs should compel them to consider DeKalb County;
constituting a benefit of market share, in so much as any region without industrial rail cooperation is
eliminated. Though this does not provoke an inherent value increase for the property, it essentially
creates a secondary market opportunity, allowing for a competitive advantage in the industrial economy
for the region as a whole. For those facilities not requiring or valuing rail access, any existing on-site rail
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infrastructure potentially could create a hindrance and be unappealing, most likely removing the property
from consideration given the availability of other unencumbered land for development. Therefore rail
access retains its highest value as potential, where it allows for flexibility of market scope, rather than in a
percentage increase in its market value commanded once developed.

IV.

Logistics Analysis
A. Transportation in Illinois
The following tables summarize the data from the Freight Analysis Framework database provided by the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for the State of Illinois. This snapshot illustrates that truck is
the dominate mode of transportation by weight and it will likely escalate to approximately 80% by 2035.
Truck shipments dominate the intrastate transportation category with 64% of the traffic moving short
distances. Approximately 85% of the truck tonnage originates in Illinois and 79% of the truck tonnage
terminates in the state.
For railroad shipments, the lowest level of tonnage (approximately 16%) moves within the state. 48% of
the tonnage is originated from the state of Illinois and 68% of the total rail tonnage is received by
customers in Illinois. This is consistent with railroad economics and illustrates that rail becomes more
attractive the longer the length of haul.

Trucking is also the mode of choice for high value goods which typically move in smaller quantities than
rail car volumes. “Just in Time” inventories are generally replenished and stocked by truck based supply
chain networks. Many manufacturers of high value products, like automobiles rely on suppliers who hold
inventories close to the manufactuing location. This generates many frequent shipments from locations
within a short drive from critical assembly plant locations. These logistics patterns do not favor rail.
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Commodities or products which top the scale from a total tonnage measure are listed below. Heavy
weight products tend to be lower value per unit (or pound) and generally move by the lowest cost of
transportation available. These products can generally move by rail if the volume of the shipments and
the distances are great enough to support attractive rail economics. Gravel tends to move the shortest
distance since rock is abundant in most regions. Coal can move longer distances depending on the sulfer
content and the end use. The matrix below also highlights the top high value products moving within, to
or from Illinois. Many of these products can move by rail if containerized, such as in the case of
electronics or machine parts/components. Motor vehicles tend to move to and from the state in
specialized rail equipment and auto racks. Large construction equipment or farm machinery can move by
rail if the dimensions of the equipment can fit within heighth and width clearence guidelines along the rail
network. The double stack rail corridors in North America are typically able to accomidate clearence
requirments for dimensional cargo (high or wide loads). Clearences are essential to to safely move odd
size shipments through tunnels, round tight railroad curves and fit beneath low bridges or other verticle
obstructions.

The listing below illustrates the top trading geography for Illinois businesses. The “Foreign” volumes
tend to reflect the international container volume or shipments to/from Canada. It is typical that most of
your trading partners are your neighboring states. This reflects product sourcing strategies and also
regional consumer consumption pattern. Of note, especially for this analysis, Louisiana is an important
partner in Illinois goods movement. Union Pacific has a significant presence on the Gulf coast and is a
dominate carrier in the movement of chemicals, fertilizers and plastics.

Of interest by 2035, Louisiana increases in trade importance to Illinois. This represents a potential
opportunity for long haul rail transportation development.
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B. Freight Railroad and Intermodal Facilities in Illinois
Illinois has the second largest rail freight system in the nation. Chicago is the nation’s largest rail freight
hub, where eastern and western rail networks meet. Chicago was once referred to as the “World’s Third
Largest Port” by the Intermodal Advisory Task Force in 2000, based on intermodal container lift count in
the region. In Figure 1, as of 2011, the Illinois rail system is comprised of 42 freight railroads that range
in size from national carriers to local switching companies. Illinois railroads operate on a rail system
comprising 7,313 miles of railroad giving Illinois the second highest total rail miles of any state within
the nation. Average railroad wages in Illinois make railroad development a high priority.
Coal dominates the inbound rail tonnage, followed distantly by intermodal volumes. Intermodal
represents the largest outbound volumes from the state, followed by farm products. Based on growing
populations in Asia, many grain products and other identity preserved agricultural products are exported
in intermodal containers. Rail jobs are also desirable from an economic development perspective because
they are high paying and can sustain families.

Figure 1: Illinois Railroad Snapshot
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C. Connecting to the Class 1 Rail Connections
DeKalb-Cortland facilities would be linked to Union Pacific and a western U.S. rail market. Primary
cities for direct UP rail connection would include: Seattle and, Tacoma, WA; Oakland , Stockton, and
Southern California; Las Vegas and Reno, NV; Idaho, Salt Lake City, UT; Phoenix and Tucson, AZ;
Portions of Montana, Wyoming, New Mexico, Denver, CO; and a significant presence in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana. The map
below in Figure 2 illustrates the Union Pacific routes in yellow. Other competitive rail carrier lines are
highlighted in other colors as listed in the map key.

Figure 2: United States Railroad System

Eastern markets served by rail could be accessed by a rail interchange process in Chicago. This allows rail
carriers to exchange rail cars for customers located on other rail lines. An interchange or a switching fee
is often required to pass from one carrier to another and is a common practice.
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Figure 3: Illinois State Rail Tonnage Map

The map in Figure 3 illustrates that the Union Pacific east-west main line between Chicago and Nebraska
is one of the highest volume lines in the state with approximately 100 million gross tons per. This means
that this line segment serving the sites evaluated is a very busy corridor which moves all types of freight.
This is positive when you consider the number of markets you connect with directly, but may be
problematic in terms of gaining the railroad’s attention because this is a very busy corridor.
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Figure 4: Map of Illinois Freight Terminals

Figure 4 shows the rail terminals in the state of Illinois. These terminals represent both intermodal and
multimodal transfer stations sometime referred to as “transload” centers. Union Pacific has five
intermodal terminals in the greater Chicagoland area. In this report “intermodal” refers to trailers or
containers on flatcars which move in dedicated unit trains between terminals. Containerized freight may
be domestic or international. Rochelle is located 20 miles to the west of DeKalb-Cortland area and has
capacity to handle 25 intermodal trains per day and 720,000 containers per year. “Multi-modal” terminals
are centers where rail cars are brought to a facility and carload freight is either transferred to truck for
delivery, or stored for short periods of time. Multi-modal transload operations can handle every type of
railcar and nearly every commodity from lumber on flat cars, to bulk liquid fertilizer in tank cars to
palletized goods in box cars. The combination of equipment and products is typically determined by the
market location. Multi-modal transload operations provide shippers who do not have rail access, with the
opportunity to capture lower transportation costs using rail transportation, without physically having a rail
siding. Figure 5 shows a bulk liquid and a lumber transload operation.
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Figure 5: Multi-Modal Transload Terminal

Transportation economics vary by length of haul, car type and product handling requirements. For the
purposes of this study, the concentration and density of competing terminals (both intermodal and multimodal) within 200 miles of the proposed sites in DeKalb–Cortland represent significant competition for
any proposed developments.
It is important to consider how the nation as a whole uses rail transportation in order to evaluate rail
connection and trading opportunities in DeKalb-Cortland. The pie chart in figure 6 below gives an
indication of what percentage of industrial products by rail.

Figure 6: North American Rail Tonnage Source: AAR

Illinois rail freight approximates the same commodity profile as shown in Figure 6. The Chicago
metropolitan area is the nation’s busiest rail gateway which handles over 1,200 trains handling 37,500 rail
cars per day. This rail freight flow contributes over 38,000 jobs accounting for more than $1.7 billion in
annual wages to the Illinois economy. Rail transportation provides an estimated economic value to
regional businesses and manufacturers of $22 billion annually according to the CREATE program.
By 2020 the demand for freight rail service in Chicago is expected to nearly double to an estimated
67,000 rail cars per day, but only if rail capacity issues and infrastructure needs are addressed.
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D. Trucking in Illinois
Illinois has the fifth largest highway system in the nation. The combined state and local roadway systems
in Illinois encompass more than 140,000 miles of highways, streets and roads and more than 26,500
bridges. Illinois is crossed by three of the nation’s five transcontinental interstate routes. Illinois has
2,169 miles of interstate highways which is the third largest in the nation.
•
•
•
•

Three coast to coast interstates (I-70, I-80 and I-90)
Three major north-south interstates (I-39, I-55, and I-57)
Three major east-west interstates (I-24, I-64 and I-74)
Four other interstates connecting Illinois cities and providing bypass routes to the Chicago area
(I-72, I-94, I-88 and I-155)

Interstate routes carry more than half of all goods transported on highways in Illinois. These corridors in
Illinois handle on average 31,620 average daily miles traveled by all vehicles. Between 1990 and 2000
the annual vehicle miles traveled in Illinois increased 23 percent while during the same time period the
State’s population only grew 9%.
Illinois has over 6,000 trucking establishments, employing 74,782 individuals with a payroll of
$2.7 billion.
A strong trucking industry is essential to any multi-modal or intermodal development.

V.

Economic Analysis
A. Northern Illinois Economy
The Northeast region encompasses ten counties in northeast Illinois. This region continues to grow
rapidly with greatest increases in Lake, Du Page, and Will County. Between 1980 and 2005 each county
had population gains of greater than 250,000 new residents. The Northeast region has a diverse economy
that includes everything from world-class universities to family farms and ethanol plants, cutting-edge
biotech research facilities and powerhouse manufacturers. Site Selection Magazine has ranked
Chicagoland area as the top metro region in the U.S. for new business expansions for five out of the last
six years. Chicago is home to 300 of the Fortune 500 companies who operate major regional and national
distribution centers in the region. Northeastern Illinois is home to more than 3,000 public warehousing
facilities, shovel ready sites, turn-key buildings and a wide array of terminals, freight forwarders and
transportation companies.
Illinois is a leader in global trade for imports and exports. Agriculture dominates exports and is
increasingly using westbound container flows for specialty grain products.
Illinois ranks fifth in the number of warehousing establishments (10,266), fourth in employees (41,684)
and third in annual payroll ($8.2 billion).
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B. Warehouse Facilities
According to WERC (Warehousing, Education and Research Council) 75% of all warehouses are
privately owned. The total market vacancy rates track both public and private facilities by metro region.

Figure 7: Total Warehouse Market Vacancy Rates

In 2011 Chicago averaged 11.3% vacancy and is running ahead of Midwest competitors in Minneapolis,
Kansas City, Northern Indiana, Indianapolis and Northeast Wisconsin. Only Midwest competitors of
Detroit, Dallas and Memphis have a greater vacancy rate. With recent tax changes in Illinois, the spread
between Illinois and other Midwest markets may increase.
During the first quarter of 2011, the demand for warehouse space accelerated to over 31 million square
feet. This is the strongest net absorption reading since the fourth quarter of 2009 and a 30% increase over
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fourth quarter 2010. Supply remained constrained with only 4 million square feet of warehouse
completions. Minimal new construction, tenant-favorable rents and rising demand will drive the vacancy
rate down closer to 9 percent by the end of 2011 according to Grubb and Ellis Company. Of the 48
markets tracked in detail by Grubb and Ellis, 34 experienced positive net absorption in the first quarter
with their aggregate positive demand totaling 38 million square feet. The remaining 14 markets saw
negative demand totaling 6 million square feet. Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Northern New Jersey and
Dallas Fort Worth all performed well during the first quarter of 2011 with aggregate net absorption of
13.5 million square feet.
The national industrial vacancy rate peaked at 10.9% in the first quarter of 2010 and has since fallen
10.1%. The national availability rate currently stands at 13.3% with no new speculative construction,
vacancy tracked net absorption identified 31 markets experiencing declines while 17 markets saw their
vacancies increase. During the recession and recovery period there have been notable regional
differences. However one theme is consistent, that all markets appear to be past the trough of year to year
comparisons and are experiencing positive growth. Looking forward, the availability of large blocks of
space is becoming scarce according to an Industrial Broker Sentiment Survey. At the end of 2009, 54
buildings nationwide could have accommodated users requiring 750,000 square feet. By the end of the
first quarter of 2011, the number of large building which could accommodate these same users was down
to 36.
In 2011 construction will mostly be limited to build to suit and is not expected to diverge from this path
for the next two years. In the years ahead, more and more lease restructuring deals will be executed.
These deals are often referred to as “blend and extend” lease transactions and can create a winning
opportunity for both tenant and landlord. Sale leaseback deals will also gain momentum in 2011. These
arrangements can free up capital while companies maintain their corporate and distribution operations, in
the same location. Distressed industrial assets, according to Real Capital Analytics, totaled approximately
$439 million by mid-year 2010, making Chicago one of the hardest hit regions in the Midwest.
While the outlook for industrial real estate is in recovery, there are still some cautions. Availability rates
remain high with over 200 million square feet vacant than immediately prior to the recession. Net
effective rents remain low with many concessions. Leases signed three to five years ago are above
market. Grubb and Ellis forecasts that assuming the economy holds, the industrial market still needs a
year of positive demand and limited construction activity to stabilize. Gas prices will be a wild card in
the recovery. If gas prices exceed $4.50 per gallon a retrenchment or potentially a double-dip recession
will be hard to avoid.
The logistic market is further divided into Logistics Building Classifications, these classifications help
describe the size and functionality of each building type. The table in Figure 8 describes warehouse
building classifications.

Figure 8: Logistics Building Classifications
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During the second half of 2010 the following vacancy rates were documented by building class. This
chart helps identify the risk associated with excess warehouse inventory.

Figure 9: Vacancy Rates by Classification

VI.

Competitive Analysis
A. Intermodal Transportation
There are seventeen intermodal (container or trailer on flatcars) terminals in the greater Chicago area (See
Appendix A, Exhibit R). A typical intermodal catchment area is 200 – 250 miles for a western railroad.
This would mean that freight which arrives in Rochelle, IL could be moved up to 250 miles to a customer
for either pick up or delivery of freight. With the increasing price of oil, many companies are looking to
locate facilities close to railroad terminals. Areas where many rail terminals converge provide companies
competitive routes and pricing for intermodal cargo. This makes the Chicago region an attractive location
due to the access to six Class 1 railroads and the fierce rail competition in the market.
Most railroads do not support rail terminals on the same line, within 250 miles of each other to preserve
network transit times. The network of intermodal terminals is widely dispersed and therefore precludes
DeKalb’s viability for hosting a full intermodal facility given the existing UP facilities on either side in
Rochelle and Chicago.
There is BNSF infrastructure located approximately twenty miles to the south. This could be potential
competition for attracting development and would require DeKalb to tout its larger, experienced worker
pool, and direct access to I-88. Location of a facility also depends heavily on which markets the user
desires to access, as that plays heaviest on which rail carrier line they deem most valuable. Targeting of
users which are supported best by the UP rail network would create a competitive advantage for the
DSATS jurisdiction as the user could utilize direct rail access for some shipping aspects and still benefit
from a short truck haul to Rochelle Global III for additional shipping requirements.
The Map in Figure 10 illustrates the Union Pacific intermodal rail network.
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Intermodal Facilities Maps

Figure 10: Union Pacific Intermodal Network

However in Chicago due to the growth in intermodal volumes, past rail mergers and the differing
operational characteristics between domestic and international freight, individual terminals have been
repurposed to provide specific freight support functions for each line of business. In the Chicago region,
the Union Pacific supports five intermodal terminals. These terminals handle route specific connections
which pre-date the mergers of Union Pacific, Missouri Pacific and Southern Pacific railroad companies.
A logistics facility which primarily uses the Union Pacific intermodal network could use any of these
terminals listed below in Figure 11. A warehouse in DeKalb-Courtland could handle freight from Union
Pacific or any of the other six Class 1 carriers in Chicago.

Figure 11: Union Pacific Intermodal Terminals
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B. Multi-Modal Transload Operations
The Union Pacific has eleven transload operations in the state of Illinois which are located on the railroad
and operated by a specialist who loads or unloads the rail cars and either holds the product in short term
inventory or transfers product to trucks for local delivery (See Appendix A, Exhibit S). Nine transloads
are located in the Northern region and two are located in the St. Louis area. Transload operations are
public facilities which accommodate all types of rail car equipment which might include boxcars, centerbeam flat cars, covered or open top gondolas, covered or open top hoppers, flat cars, tank cars or
refrigerated boxcars to a site close to customers. Transloaders can provide value-added or product
customization, like cutting metal plates to order. Transloads often connect shippers and customers where
one or both parties do not have rail access. Transloaders provide important economic value for users who
want to capture rail transportation savings yet do not have the space or the capital to build a dedicated rail
siding.
Commodities which can move via a transload include: Lumber, produce, natural gas, metal, minerals,
paper, consumer, dry bulk, liquid bulk and chemicals.

C. Carload Operations
This form of transportation has been around for over 100 years and is typically a private facility which is
developed to the user’s specification at their own cost. It requires investment in track, switches to
mainline railroad, equipment and loading facilities. This type of site is typically for a single user who
moves a large quantity of product. Today many of these single user sites are for busy industries which
bring in multiple cars at one time, on a frequent basis and typically in bulk quantities. Some single user
sites might include grain cooperatives, ethanol sites and auto industries.

VII.

Development Analysis
A. Intermodal Opportunities
Inbound
The significant acreage necessary is not provided by any of the evaluated site for a complete, traditional
intermodal facility. A specialized opportunity exists for DeKalb-Cortland to capture intermodal freight at
one of the sites identified to support a large international container user from the Union Pacific Rochelle
terminal. This user might be a private sector company or could be a Third Party Logistics provider. This
opportunity might include international container operators who ground equipment in Rochelle and then
move products twenty miles to a warehouse location within the DeKalb-Cortland opportunity area. The
cost to dray a container from Rochelle to DeKalb-Cortland would be $175 plus fuel surcharge. From
Rochelle the cost to dray a container to a large food distribution center in Melrose Park, IL would be $350
plus fuel surcharge. If these same users brought product into a UP facility in Elwood, IL drayage to a
local warehouse and then to a final consumer in Melrose Park the drayage cost would be somewhat less,
however the congestion on I-55 and in the Joliet/Elwood Park is becoming a deterrent for the drayage
carriers.
Receivers of intermodal containers in Northeast Illinois have many choices of existing vacant warehouse
facilities. In Rochelle, there are also a number of sites which would be available for a build to suit client.
Outbound
The opportunity to reload containers with DDG agricultural by products from ethanol production maybe a
viable option, however there are many available places closer to the Union Pacific Rochelle terminal.
Many ethanol facilities load this product on-site and dray the produce to any number of Class 1 railroads.
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The National Export Initiative has become a successful program to increase small and medium business
activities in manufacturing. These smaller business units may benefit from close proximity to intermodal
terminals and a ready supply of empty containers, a high quality labor force and low land prices.
Another opportunity might be to support reverse logistics operations for merchandise returns,
refurbishment or repackaging. These opportunities typically are lead by a Third Party Logistics firm in a
concentrated market like Chicago.

B. Multi-Modal Opportunities
Inbound
The transload or a multi-modal opportunity may be able to provide a facility available to multiple users
who could benefit from lower cost rail transportation. At this site, a regional consumer might be able to
unload farm fertilizer, caustic soda, sulphuric acid or other bulk materials which support agricultural.
The highway construction industry may benefit from a facility which would support inbound cement
shipments which could then be mixed with local rock and gravel.
Outbound
The Illinois Corn Association and the Alternative Energy Association may have members interested in the
location of an ethanol facility on Cortland East which could generate unit train volumes, similar to the
Manly, IA multimodal terminal.

C. Carload Opportunities
Inbound
Lumber, plastics and inbound farm chemicals represent the greatest opportunity. The Union Pacific has
access to many petro chemical suppliers along the Gulf Coast as well as a strong presence in the Pacific
Northwest timber industry.
Outbound
There are many industrial equipment manufactures in Illinois who may benefit by moving dimensional
cargo by rail for export. These facilities require special loading equipment and must be connected to a rail
corridor with adequate clearances.

VIII. Conclusions
Several of the proposed sites display excellent potential for rail served facilities and some among them
present opportunities to meet specialized industrial needs. Existence within the established, successful
areas of industrial operation of southern DeKalb provides ease of development through proximity to
utilities and access to the less restrictive connection requirements of the Union Pacific Troy Grove line.
The sites in this region provide a wide array of site sizes from the 50 acre range of Park 88 and
Harvestore Additions to the 300 plus acres available at DeKalb 23 South and DeKalb 343. This
assortment provides the ability to attract a variety of facilities and accommodate their needs of space and
scope of investment. These sites also have the advantage of ease of access to I-88 and would be suitable
for distribution facilities for retail, building, or agricultural products. Such transload facilities could be
accommodated in a single Harvestore Addition sub-site or on a portion of the larger, multi-user
developments along the Troy Grove line. Light industry, such as plastics product manufacturing or food
processing, also may find appealing the rail connection for inbound bulk commodities and truck access
for shipping finished product. The Cortland sites must contend with the more involved and restrictive
connection requirements that accompany the Union Pacific main line. While this does not prohibit rail
development, it does require a significant acreage and site development investment. Overcoming this by
targeting industries that inherently require large rail infrastructure which they could partner to install
could produce a solution. Candidates for this typically exist in heavier industrial applications such as a
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metal foundry, steel fabricator, or a liquid fuels facility. Such large scale operations are of considerable
investment which makes developers/users more likely to contribute financially to offset municipal
development costs incurred to accommodate their presence.
Beyond manufacturing, with new rail facilities and improved highway capacity the Midwest will continue
to be a magnet for logistics activities. Transloading operations are usually developed by industrial
specialists who have extensive product knowledge. Working with industry specialists such as the
Transload and Distribution Association is one avenue to announce the area’s interest in this type of
development. Their members often have more than one facility and may view the proposed sites as an
opportunity for expansion. With the devaluation of the dollar, many international companies are
purchasing industrial real estate to support international operations. Understanding the international
container operations on the UP and the ports of call and competitive service schedules may help identify
market opportunities. To develop logistics alternatives in a large competitive environment, the first step
is to work closely with the Union Pacific railroad on industrial development opportunities as many
customers contact the rail carrier initially, establishing your interest and position of support with the rail
carrier is essential. In addition to the regional railroad representative, the Union Pacific has a distribution
subsidiary, UPDS which should also be contacted.
Given the economic advantages of Class 1 rail access serving the western United States and their ports
servicing Asia, combined with proximity to intermodal facilities of Chicago and Rochelle, the market
reach of DeKalb County could be profound. As such, those sites that do present marketable opportunities
should not have their rail capabilities ignored. Allowing for the relatively affordable land, development,
maintenance, and labor costs compared to those areas closer to Chicago and Joliet, DeKalb may be able to
present itself as providing superior economic benefits considering the efficiency and value of rail
transport. However, proceeding with on-site development should be tempered with considerations of site
end-users, who will not react to existing infrastructure with monetary premium. Industrial users instead
prefer to invest resources in contributions to developing rail infrastructure themselves. The extent of predeveloping sites for rail should be limited. Instead DSATS and the DCEDC should begin working with
developers and the municipalities to ensure that the zoning, annexation, and basic utility and site
development are present or prepared to be expediently provided. Also advantageous to a target facility
would be established rail service commitments and rail-based incentives. This would display
commitment, as well as remove the more difficult rail access hurdles, while retaining leverage for the cost
sharing of further on-site rail development and maintaining marketing flexibility. Consideration of the
rail service potential of these suitable sites should be employed whenever development is undertaken in
order to avoid restricting rail related site capability and therefore compromising market scope of target
industries.
Overall, the DeKalb-Cortland region has an excellent variety of potential rail served sites. By working
with the marketing arm of the Union Pacific and with local developers, local economic development
agencies can better market the available sites and attract targeted corporations to the area.
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APPENDIX A

EXHIBITS A thru S

Utility
Water Main
Sanitaty Sewer
Storm Sewer

Proximity
0 - 1/2 mi
0 - 1/2 mi
0 - 1/2 mi

Governing Body
DeKalb County

Zoning
Agricultural

Utility
Water Main
Sanitaty Sewer
Storm Sewer

Proximity
Immediate
Immediate
Immediate

Governing Body
City of DeKalb
City of DeKalb

Zoning
Industrial
Commercial

Utility
Water Main
Sanitaty Sewer
Storm Sewer

Proximity
Immediate
Immediate
Immediate

Governing Body
City of DeKalb

Zoning
Industrial

Utility
Water Main
Sanitaty Sewer
Storm Sewer

Proximity
Immediate
Immediate
Immediate

Governing Body
City of DeKalb

Zoning
Industrial

Utility
Water Main
Sanitaty Sewer
Storm Sewer

Proximity
0 - 1/2 mi
1/2 - 1 mi
1/2 - 1 mi

Governing Body
DeKalb County
Town of Cortland
City of DeKalb

Zoning
Agricultural
Unzoned
Industrial

Utility
Water Main
Sanitaty Sewer
Storm Sewer

Proximity
1/2 - 1 mi
1/2 - 1 mi
1/2 - 1 mi

Governing Body
Town of Cotland
DeKalb County

Zoning
Unzoned
Agricultural

Cost
$1.8 million

Cost
$4.05 million

Cost
$2.6 million

Cost
$1.27 million

Cost
$1.63 million

Cost
$20.3 million

Scoring Notes:

Site Feasibility Scorecard
Site Comparison

1

Attributes
1

2

2A

3

4

5

6

2

Rail Access

9

3

3

9

9

9

9

2A

Truck Access

3

9

3

9

3

3

3

3

Land Quality

9

9

9

3

3

3

9

4

Size/Config

9

9

3

3

1

3

9

5

Utility Access

3

3

9

9

3

3

3

6

Obtainability

1

9

3

9

1

1

3

TOTAL

34

42

30

42

20

22

36

Rating Key:
Six Sigma Method

Inhihibited
Below Standard
Standard
Superior

0
1
3
9

DeKalb 23 South
DeKalb 343
Harvestore Additions
Park 88
Cortland West - Webster
Cortland West - Loves Rd
Cortland East

Indusrty\Site

DeKalb 23 South

Harvestore Additions

DeKalb 343

Park 88

Cortland West Webster

Retail Distribution

X

X

X

X

X

Cortland West Road

Loves

Corltand East

X

Metal Foundry

X

Bio-Fuels

X

Alternative Liquid Fuels
Facility

X

Building Products
Distribution

X

X

X

X

Product Service Center

X

X

X

X

Ag Product Distribution

X

Food Processing

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bulk Liquid Distribution

X

Steel Processing

X

Steel Fabrication

X

Plastics - Injection
molding and extrusion

X

X

X

X

X

X

Plastics - Bulk Granules
Distribution

X

X

X

X

X

X

INTERMODAL CONTAINER TERMINALS NEAR DEKALB
Carrier Terminal
Address
BNSF Cicero
5601 W. 26th Street
BNSF - Corwith
3526 W. 43rd St.
BNSF - Logistics Park
26664 Baseline Rd.
BNSF - Willow Springs
7600 Santa Fe Dr.
CN - Gateway
16800 S. Center St.
CPR - Bensenville
10800 S. Franklin Ave.
CPR - Schiller Park
9665 W.Lawrence Ave
CSX - 59th Street
2101 W. 59th St.
CSX - Bedford Park
7000 W. 71st St.
CSX - Rose Lake Yard
3900 Rose Lake Road
IAIS - Blue Island
2100 Prairie St.
NS - 47th Street
361 W. 47th St.
NS - 63rd St./Englewood
6300 S. Indiana Ave.
NS - Calumet
2040 E. 106th St.
NS - Decatur
1735 Condit Street
NS - Landers
2543 W. Columbus Dr.
UP - Canal Street (closed)
436 W. 25th St.
UP - Dupo
Highway 3 & State Street
UP - Global I
1425 S. Western Ave.
UP - Global II
301 W. Lake St.
UP - Global III
2701 Intermodal Dr.
UP - JIT (Global IV)
3000 Centerpoint Way
147th St. & Indiana Ave.
UP - Yard Center

City
Cicero
Chicago
Elwood
Hodgkins
Harvey
Franklin Park
Schiller Park
Chicago
Bedford Park
East St. Louis
Blue Island
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Decatur
Chicago
Chicago
Dupo
Chicago
Northlake
Rochelle
Joliet
Dolton

State
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

Zip
60632
60632
60421
60525
60426
60131
60176
60636
60638
62201
60406
60609
60637
60617
62521
60629
60616
62239
60608
60164
61068
60436
60419

Miles
57.7
63.3
60.8
55
73.9
55.5
59.3
66.4
60.8
272.3
68.1
67.1
69.9
77.5
165
65.6
64.1
282.3
60.8
51.1
18.9
60.5
75.7

TRANSLOADING TERMINALS NEAR DEKALB
Carrier Terminal
Address
UP
1382 Ipsen Road
CP
615 W Green Street
CN
7830 W 71st Street
BNSF
24708 W. Durkee Rd
CRL
10459 S. Muskegen Ave
NS
12158 S. Stoney Island Ave
NS
1702 East 103rd Street
Southshore RR
630 W. 138th Street
CSX
13550 S. Indiana Ave
UP
2351 State Street
UP
901 S. State Street
Off line
6400 Collinsville Rd
TRRA
1501 Lincoln Ave
NS
2801 Rock Road
CN
16750 Center St
BNSF
7550 Santa Fe Drive
CN
One Genstar Dr
CN and CSX
8440 S. Tabler Rd
BNSF and UP
#2 Monsanto Ave
Team Track
3405 W 4th Street
BNSF
29988 N OO East Road
CN
649 N Ardmore Ave
UP
1501 Baxter Road
UP
100 4th Ave

City
Belvidere
Bensenville
Bridgeview
Channahon
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago Heights
Chicago Heights
Collinsville
East St Louis
Granite City
Harvey
Hodgkins
Joliet
Morris
Sauget
Sterling
Streator
Villa Park
Rockford
Rochelle

State
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL
IL

Zip
61008
60106
60455
60410
60617
60633
60617
60827
60627
60411
60441
62234
62204
62040
60426
60625
60435
60450
62201
61081
61364
60181
61020
61068

Miles
31
46.2
59.8
57.9
76
81.8
76.4
72.7
72.5
80.6
79.2
271.8
274.9
274.3
73.5
58.1
50.3
52.7
277.9
54.1
82.6
50.3
36.3
19.5

APPENDIX B

TABLES 1 thru 7

DeKalb 23 South
Parcel Number

1103300001

1103300002

1103300009

1103300005

1103200057

1103200058

1103400011

1103400010

1103400005

1103400014

1103400013

1103400007

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Tax Bill Mailed To

RANDALL
BOURDAGES

KENNA
ANDERSON

RANDALL
BOURDAGES

DEBBIE COX

LEE HADICK

JOHNSON
CARONA
FARM 2140

LEE HADICK

JAMES & JERI- DARIN &
RAY &
LYNN
CHRISTINE
MARTHA JO
DONNELLY
RYAN
MAHAFFEY

DARIN RYAN

RYAN, JAMES
W RYAN,
DARIN &

Site Address

KESLINGER
RD DEKALB
60115

WATERMAN
RD DEKALB
60115

KESLINGER
RD DEKALB
60115

9445
KESLINGER
RD DEKALB
60115

GURLER RD
DEKALB
60115

STATE RTE
23 DEKALB
60115

STATE RTE
23 DEKALB
60115

STATE RTE
23 DEKALB
60115

STATE RTE
23 DEKALB
60115

15418

12341

14086

45214

6103

22123

18943

27652

118127

68307

79494

748

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

Code: AF04,
Rate:
8.530070

50.46

40

45.97

13.48

17.64

61.51

56.83

79

5

5

2.79

2.21

Zone_Code

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

Special Use (y/n)

no

no

no

no

No

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Has House

Has
Unbuildable
Area

11-D

11-D

Within Area Number

2010 Taxable Value
(after exemptions)

2010 Tax Code and Rate

Acreage

17329 STATE 17271 STATE
RTE 23
RTE 23
DEKALB
DEKALB
60115
60115

Zoning Notes

map_page

11-D

11-D

11-D

11-D

11-3C

11-3D

Table 1: DeKalb 23 Parcel Info

11-D

11-D

11-D

11-D

DeKalb 343
Parcel Number

Within Area Number

Tax Bill Mailed To

835100018

835100009

835100019

835100011

835300007

835300008

835400005

835400004

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

MARGUERITE
TERWILLIGER

MARGUERITE
TERWILLIGER

DEKALB 343
LLC

COMMONWEA
DEKALB 343
LTH EDISON
LLC
CO

DEKALB 343
LLC

DEKALB 343
LLC

DEKALB 343
LLC

GURLER RD
DEKALB
60115

GURLER RD
DEKALB
60115

2580 S 4TH ST
DEKALB 60115

Site Address

2010 Taxable Value
(after exemptions)

2010 Tax Code and Rate

99485

64956

Code: DK19,
Code: DK19,
Rate: 8.536020 Rate: 8.536020

GURLER RD
DEKALB
60115

3678

1700

69393

24547

24478

95343

Code: DK27,
Rate:
9.096640

Code: DK19,
Rate:
8.536020

Code: DK27,
Rate:
9.096640

Code: DK27,
Rate:
9.096640

Code: DK27,
Rate:
9.096640

Code: DK27,
Rate:
9.096640

Acreage

2.54

0.9

13

2.16

78.32

78.15

80

91.06

Zone_Code

INC

INC

A-1

INC

A-1

A-1

A-1

A-1

Special Use (y/n)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

8-35A

8-35A

8-35A

8-35A

8-R

8-R

8-R

8-R

Zoning Notes

map_page

Table 2: DeKalb 343 Parcel Info

Harvestore Additions
Parcel Number

Within Area Number

Tax Bill Mailed To

834100003

834300035

834100003

833400004

834451008

834451009

1

2

3

4

5

6

DEKALB
SANITARY
DISTRICT

LEGAL
DIVISION
CITY OF
DEKALB

DEKALB
SANITARY
DISTRICT

CORPORATE
WM OBERG
TAX
FARM ELDINA
MINNESOTA
M OBERG
MINING &

CORPORATE
TAX
MINNESOTA
MINING &

Site Address

2010 Taxable Value
(after exemptions)

4775

4775

17378

147511

46331

Code: DK13,
Rate:
9.096640

Code: DK13,
Rate:
9.096640

Code: DK04,
Rate:
7.789100

Code: DK19,
Rate:
8.536020

Code: DK19,
Rate:
8.536020

Acreage

45.8

45.8

79

22.8599

7.1799

Zone_Code

INC

INC

INC

A-1

INC

INC

Special Use (y/n)

no

no

no

no

no

no

8-Q

8-Q

8-Q

8-P

8-Q

8-34H

2010 Tax Code and Rate

Zoning Notes

map_page

Table 2: Harvestore Additions Parcel Info

Park 88
Parcel Number

Within Area Number

Tax Bill Mailed To

826400017

826377016

826377015

826200011

826400013

826377017

826400016

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

CITIZENS
FIRST NATL
BANK

CITIZENS
FIRST NATL
BANK

CITIZENS
FIRST NATL
BANK

CITIZENS
FIRST NATL
BANK

CITIZENS
FIRST NATL
BANK

CITIZENS
FIRST NATL
BANK

3M REAL
ESTATE DEPT

2010 Taxable Value
(after exemptions)

815 SPOONER FAIRVIEW DR
CT DEKALB
DEKALB
60115
60115

715 MACOM
DR DEKALB
60115

Site Address

17117

2393

1341

10388

1851

792

4675972

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

Code: DK32,
Rate:
9.200210

47.61

10.1

5.44

22.55

7

3.34

21.61

Zone_Code

INC

INC

INC

INC

INC

INC

INC

Special Use (y/n)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

8-R

8-R

8-26F

8-R

8-R

8-R

8-R

2010 Tax Code and Rate

Acreage

Zoning Notes

map_page

Table 4: Park 88 Parcel Info

Cortland West Webster
Parcel Number

919376006

919376007

930100004

930100009

919376009

930100010

919376008

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Tax Bill Mailed To

FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK TR 030441-00-0

NORTHERN
FS INC

DONNA
DEEGAN

DONNA
DEEGAN

CITY OF
DEKALB

CITY OF
DEKALB

ROBERT F &
MARY A
BOHNE

Site Address

WEBSTER RD WEBSTER RD
DEKALB
DEKALB
60115
60115

Within Area Number

2010 Taxable Value
(after exemptions)

245126

125400

50901

14127

3624

3225

Code: CO05,
Rate:
7.979400

Code: CO05,
Rate:
7.979400

Code: CO05,
Rate:
7.979400

Code: CO05,
Rate:
7.979400

Code: CO15,
Rate:
9.061600

Code: CO05,
Rate:
7.979400

Acreage

5.4

12.6499

5

48.99

14.76

14.34

Zone_Code

MC

A-1

MC

A-1

INC

A-1

A-1

Special Use (y/n)

no

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

9-G

9-G

9-N

9-N

9-G

9-N

9-G

2010 Tax Code and Rate

Zoning Notes

map_page

Table 5: Cortland West Webster Parcel Info

Cortland West Loves Road
Parcel Number

Within Area Number

Tax Bill Mailed To

919376008

919476001

919476002

930200014

1

2

3

4

ROBERT F &
MARY A BOHNE

GERALD C &
MARJORIE R
JOHNSON

GERALD C &
MARJORIE R
JOHNSON

ROBERT F &
MARY A BOHNE

9 N LOVES RD
CORTLAND
60112

LOVES RD
CORTLAND
60112

Site Address

2010 Taxable Value
(after exemptions)

3225

3903

52604

63475

Code: CO05,
Rate: 7.979400

Code: CO05,
Rate: 7.979400

Code: CO05,
Rate: 7.979400

Code: CO05,
Rate: 7.979400

14.34

3.39

4.54

95.73

Zone_Code

A-1

A-1

A-1

INC

Special Use (y/n)

no

no

no

no

9-G

9-19H

9-19H

9-N

2010 Tax Code and Rate

Acreage

Zoning Notes

map_page

Table 6: Cortland West Loves Road Parcel Info

Cortland East
Parcel Number

Within Area Number

Tax Bill Mailed To

928200006

928200004

928400007

927100004

927100005

927100006

927100002

927300004

927300002

927276014

927400003

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

TOWN OF
CORTLAND

JCC REALTY
LLC

JCC REALTY
LLC

JACQUELINE
DUARTE

TOWN OF
CORTLAND

B & H FARMS
LLC

AIRPORT RD
CORTLAND
60112

15559 STATE
RTE 38
MAPLE PARK
60151

TOWN OF
CORTLAND

JOANNE E
JOANNE E
WALTER
WALTER
ROAR FARMS ROAR FARMS
INC
INC

19827
AIRPORT RD
CORTLAND
60112

Site Address

2010 Taxable Value (after
exemptions)

JACQUELINE B & H FARMS
DUARTE
LLC

0

6650

17280

0

117601

4554

5592

12622

19410

13352

15964

Code: CO36,
Rate:
8.593570

Code: CO08,
Rate:
7.474690

Code: CO08,
Rate:
7.474690

Code: CO36,
Rate:
8.593570

Code: CO36,
Rate:
8.593570

Code: CO36,
Rate:
8.593570

Code: CO06,
Rate:
7.517090

Code: CO06,
Rate:
7.517090

Code: CO06,
Rate:
7.517090

Code: CO21,
Rate:
8.593570

Code: CO06,
Rate:
7.517090

21.24

22.5

56.41

1.97

115.31

17.22

19

62.1

74.61

46.44

80.37

Zone_Code

INC

A-1

A-1

INC

INC

INC

A-1

A-1

A-1

INC

A-1

Special Use (y/n)

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

2010 Tax Code and Rate

Acreage

Has
Unbuildable
Area

Zoning Notes

map_page

9-P

9-P

9-P

9-Q

9-Q

9-Q

Table 7: Cortland East Parcel Info

9-Q

9-Q

9-Q

9-Q

9-Q

